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1 Executive Summary 
This deliverable addresses the purpose and description of data generated as part of the EarlyCause 
project and is comprised of a model for data handling during and after the project, including provision 
for ensuring data and metadata are interoperable and the secure long-term storage and accessibility 
of data generated. This will enable data generated to be compliant with FAIR (findable, accessible, 
interoperable and reusable) principles1. The project aims to make relevant data available for reusability 
by the community through public and specialised data repositories. 
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2 Data Summary 
The EarlyCause project involves data generation from European human cohort studies, animal models 
and cell lines. Analyses of data from the three systems will be used in conjunction to identify and 
demonstrate causative mechanisms and molecular pathways linking early life stress (ELS) to 
depression and two of its main physical comorbidities, coronary heart disease and diabetes. 
Epigenetic, inflammatory marker, neuroendocrine system, microbiome and other omics data will be 
produced and analysed to understand their biological contribution to ELS. Data management is an 
essential part of the EarlyCause project to ensure data formats and standards are developed and 
adhered to for maximum discoverability, reproducibility and interoperability. 

2.1 Purpose of Data Generation 
Data from large European cohorts, such as upon early stressors, biological and omics data, as well 
as depressive, cardiovascular and metabolic phenotypes will be integrated with animal models of 
prenatal and postnatal stress, cellular models in various tissues, and integrative bioinformatics and 
machine learning methods to enable exploitation of the identified biomarkers and innovation outputs, 
in particular in relation to new integrated care pathways taking into account ELS-induced multi-
morbidity in clinical practice. The project aims to make relevant data available for reusability by the 
community through public and specialised data repositories that comply with FAIR data management 
principles. 

2.2 Data Description 
Data types that will be generated during this project are summarised in the table below. 

 
Table 1: Data types in EarlyCause 

2.3 Data Types and Formats 
Data types generated during the project will include data described in Table 1 above. Further data 
types and specific data formats will be discussed in a future workshop to be held in September 2020 
and will be included in a later version of this data management plan. 

Human Animal Model Cell Line 

DNA methylation profiles Methylation RNA-Seq 

16S microbiome RNA-Seq ‘omics data aligning with animal models 

GWAS ATAC-Seq  

Phenotype 16s microbiome  

Epidemiological Epigenetic  

Clinical Metabolomic  

Inflammatory markers Image  

 Assay  
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3 Fair Data 

3.1 Making Data Findable 
Capture of appropriate data into accessible data archives and cataloguing and indexing are essential 
to enable discovery and integration. All data generated will be described with rich metadata to ensure 
reusability and interoperability 

Molecular sequence data from animal models and cell lines (subject to consent agreements) should 
be submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA)2, an ELIXIR Core Data Resource3, for full 
open data access. Sample-related data, such as ELS exposure and mouse model stress descriptors 
will be submitted to the BioSamples database4. Assay data types such as mouse behavioural data 
should be submitted to BioStudies5, metabolic profiling data should be submitted to MetaboLights6, 
and image data, in particular mouse histology, will be submitted to the BioImage Archive7. 

For human cohort data (Generation R, ALSPAC, NFBC66/86, NESDA, Rotterdam, UK Biobank, 
NESDO), it is advised that approval is sought from owners of relevant sets for submission of 
appropriate cohort data into the European Genome-phenome archive (EGA)8, another  ELIXIR Core 
Data Resource, respecting in-project data standards and complying with ethical requirements for each 
of the cohorts using the EGA’s well established data access management protocols. Human 16S gut 
microbiome data should undergo anonymisation, as well as filtering to remove human reads and data 
should be submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive. 

A virtual data workshop was held on 20th May 2020 and concern was raised among project partners 
working with human cohort data regarding submission of data to EGA. Most cohort data are stored 
locally on servers in individual institutions. A secure controlled access service for sensitive human 
data is provided by EGA. Where such data is restricted within national borders the local federated 
EGA model offers a national database with international connectivity9. This model ensures metadata 
is shared and therefore searchable, but sequence data remains within national borders. It should be 
noted that UK Biobank has submitted array-based data, as well as exomes and genomes to EGA. 
Large microbiome projects such as MetaHIT10 and the integrative Human Microbiome Project11 have 
submitted microbiome data to ENA and its INSDC partner GenBank12, respectively. 

There is a need to establish standards, ontologies and data formats to ensure consistent and adequate 
data description. Minimal reporting standards will be followed, and these will be determined during the 
requirements gathering exercise in the workshop in September 2020. 

Upon deposition in the above ELIXIR repositories, data generated in EarlyCause (samples, datasets 
and studies) will be assigned globally unique and persistent identifiers and will be described with a 
rich set of associated metadata. It is essential that multi-omic data types are collected, integrated, and 
distributed through public repositories as a valuable resource for researchers. 

3.2 Making Data Accessible 
All non-human identifiable data will be available from the EarlyCause web portal. Initially, this will be 
restricted to consortium members via a secure password but will be openly accessible after a 
maximum period of two years from the date of submission to ENA. Additionally, access to non-human 
data will be openly available from ENA via the ENA browser or FTP site when released. For human 
identifiable data stored in EGA, authorisation for data access will be managed by the corresponding 
Data Access Committee (DAC) in compliance with access policies that observe the informed consents 
from sample donors. EGA provides long-term secure stewardship of data requiring controlled access 
(defined by the original informed consents signed by the donor). This is data from subjects who have 
consented to the use of their individual genetic data for biomedical research or some specific 
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biomedical purposes, but not for unlimited public data release. This means that 1) data is anonymised, 
non-identifiable and submitted in a secured (encrypted) way, 2) data submission requires a signed 
submission statement declaring the study is compliant and was approved by the corresponding ethics 
committees, 3) a DAC must be registered upon data submission, and 4) access to data deposited in 
EGA requires formal applications that are subjected to the approval of the DAC. ENA and EGA will 
both provide public metadata. 

4 Data Security 
Data and metadata storage in ENA and EGA is provided by the European Bioinformatics Institute 
(EMBL-EBI)'s technical services cluster (TSC). Data is stored for recovery in case of a catastrophic 
event. Additionally, the following applies to human identifiable data stored at EMBL-EBI: 
 

1. EMBL will manage private data from research subjects under the European Genome-
Phenome Archive (EGA), which has robust procedures already in place for ensuring the 
highest level of data security, complying with the framework provided by the Global Alliance 
for Genomics and Health’s (GA4GH) “Security Technology Infrastructure Standards and 
implementation practices for protecting the privacy and security of shared genomic and clinical 
data” and outlined here. 

2. Security policies in physical and electronic access to data and infrastructure are maintained 
following the policies in use at EMBL (ELIXIR).  

3. In this respect, EMBL has dedicated security personnel to reinforce security conditions: Data 
centres are only accessible by accredited personnel from the EMBL. 

4. Operations team with electronic access measures. Data transmission in and out of the 
infrastructure will use encrypted protocols (https, SSL) in all possible cases.  

5. Network links will be kept to the minimum necessary to the requirements of the service (e.g. 
no outside network access is available at the HPC system where the EarlyCause data platform 
will be hosted). 

6. All internal networks will be private, internet routing will be restricted to a reduced number of 
monitored servers. 

7. User’s data will be kept private and encrypted, and only accessed by the operation personnel 
when necessary to solve service issues. 

8. EMBL will implement a controlled access policy whereby the access decisions reside with a 
Data Access Committee (DAC). The DAC will be created by the data providers and will be 
composed of the individuals involved in the collection and analysis of the data cohort.  

9. Each dataset will be covered by a Data Access Agreement (DAA), which defines the terms 
and conditions of use for the specified dataset/s.  

10. EarlyCause will use software for authentication/authorisation services complying with GA4GH 
requirements in such areas as identity management, authorisation management, access 
control, privacy protection and audit logs. 

11. The EarlyCause platform will be maintained in a virtualised system. A backup policy for data 
(including user credentials) will be designed and reinforced. 

12. EMBL-EBI will perform regular risk assessment; risk mitigation; identity and authorisation 
management; audit logs and cryptography and communication security and data integrity. 

5 Summary 
Data submitted to the recommended ELIXIR Core Data Resources and Deposition Databases in this 
report will ensure data and high-quality metadata which have permanent identifiers and comply with 
FAIR principles. This will ensure the sustainability of the data beyond the life of the project. 

https://www.ga4gh.org/wp-content/uploads/2016May10_REV_SecInfrastructure.pdf
https://www.ga4gh.org/wp-content/uploads/2016May10_REV_SecInfrastructure.pdf
https://www.ga4gh.org/wp-content/uploads/2016May10_REV_SecInfrastructure.pdf
https://ega-archive.org/files/European_Genome_phenome_Archive_Security_Overview.pdf
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